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nuts & bolts



craft & technique Finer Filters How–and why–to install an engine oil filter Greg Laslo



I



t’s not that changing oil is all that messy. Or that it’s overwhelmingly time-consuming. In fact, an oil change is one of the few benign ways an owner can have a hands-on experience with an aircraft, particularly if it’s of the production persuasion. Rather, it’s that oil, the gunky, dirty lifeblood of an engine, is possibly the most disrespected part of the aircraft. Yes, it’s there to make sure the incessant metal-on-metal movement goes smoothly, but its other job is equally important. It’s the veritable soap-and-water that ensures the inside of the engine is clean, carrying away the detritus of normal engine wear. So then, it’s important what becomes of the residue of your slowly disassembling powerplant. Enter the oil ﬁlter conversion. With its tighter weave, the paper ﬁlter traps the remnants of corrosion, oxidation, and other imperfections scrubbed from hot cylinder walls, and deposits them where they can do no harm. Manufacturers give their Boy Scout oath that installing one should take only a few hours. By reviewing why you’d want one, how you’d go about attaching it once you decide you do it, and how you’ll keep it operating in top form, you’ll get a grand idea for how to spend a cold winter afternoon with your airplane. 106
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The filter material has a much tighter weave than the oil screen–say, 10 microns versus 40.



This B&C Specialty Products adaptor allows an oil filter to be mounted in place of the factory-standard screen on a Lycoming O-320.



Filter Function The biggest reason for replacing the oil screen with a ﬁlter in older engines is because the ﬁlter material has a much tighter weave than the oil screen—say, 10 microns versus 40. What’s the big deal there? Your engine wants you to picture a 39micron piece of shrapnel pinging its way through its cylinder heads. Or, in more pedestrian terms, think of the last time you had a rock in your shoe. As the saying goes among oil cognoscenti, the only part of the metal chunks ﬂoating in your oil that the screen captures is the part number. In fact, that’s the purpose of a screen—to keep the shrapnel out, not the dirt. Now consider that most production aircraft manufacturers include an oil ﬁlter conversion as standard equipment. If it’s good enough for the likes of Cessna and New Piper, that’s saying something. Likewise, the manufacturer of your new-in-thecrate engine has most likely done this favor for you already. All you have to do is dedicate a few extra minutes during oil changes to ensure the system’s upkeep. Hold short; we’ll get to this momentarily. But good ﬁltration, as good a reason as it is, isn’t the only one. An oil ﬁlter holds about an extra quart of oil; more oil means more ﬂuid to help cool your engine, which means, more or less, cooler operating temperatures and longer engine life. And, in theory, you can go 50 hours between oil changes with a ﬁlter, twice the recommended 25 hours without the add-on. Bear in mind that oil ﬁlter experts—and more importantly engine pros—suggest that oil’s cheap, and pinching these pennies is false economy, given what’s at stake: an umpteen-thousand dollar investment. Along those lines, the superior ability of the ﬁlter to capture particulates means you’ll have a faster heads-up if anything’s amiss. See a sparkly surprise come oil-change time, and you
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craft & technique know to call your favorite powerplant mechanic pronto— that is, before you leave the ground next time.



Filter Fittings There are two styles of oil filters. One attaches with an adaptor directly to the engine case or accessory housing, depending on whether your flavor of choice is Continental or Lycoming. The other, the “remote mount,” attaches to the firewall and connects through hoses to a fitting that’s affixed to the case or housing. The remote mount allows for fewer arm contortions in tight engine compartments, but comes at the expense of higher weight and more leak potential. And, you guessed it, it requires drilling holes. In either case, start your installation by removing the cowling, if you’re at that stage of building or restoring. On small Continentals, say a C-85 or an O-200, there’s a small oval plate on the left back of the case. This is the



oil cooler pad. Remove the plate and the gasket, and clean the pad to remove gasket residue. Put a new gasket over the pad, and attach the oil filter adaptor to the engine. Torque the bolts to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Next, go to the back of the engine, to the accessory case, and look for your oil screen nut. It’s in the general vicinity of the right magneto. This is, incidentally, where you’d start if you were adapting a Lycoming or big four- or six-cylinder Continental engine. I’m told that a six-sided wrench is best for removing this nut, at least on little Continentals; it’s apparently kind of delicate, and the corners will round fairly easily if you use a standard open-end box wrench. This is important because, not only does this nut hold your oil screen in place, but—and more critical to this installation—it also holds your oil temperature sensor in place, which stays. Ham-fist this, and you get a headache as a take-home prize. Remove the oil screen cap and temperature probe,



If [the filter] looks like a rhinestone scarf, you’d better sit down.
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Your sweetheart will be the center of attention at any event while sporting these beautiful pieces of jewelry. Earrings and necklaces are created in either pure Sterling Silver or solid 14K gold. The gold heart pin is electroplated 14K gold.
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A. Gold New Heart Earrings Gold New Heart Necklace Gold New Heart Set B. Sterling New Heart Necklace Sterling New Heart Earrings Sterling New Heart Set C. Heart Pin



F01378 .............$159.99 F01377 .............$149.99 F33611 .............$299.99 F01391 .............$21.99 F01392 .............$25.99 F33612 .............$44.99 F01369 .............$9.99
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which pokes out from inside the hollow cap. De-solder—that’s a misnomer; leave the soldering gun alone and grab a propane torch—the screen from the cap. File, buff, or grind away any remaining particles. Replace the cap and the temperature probe, and reinstall with the included crush ring. The accessory-case mounted adaptor on Lycomings will likewise house the temperature probe, but it’ll also house the vernatherm bypass valve, which directs oil to the engine cooler when it reaches the critical temperature to trigger the bypass. It’s a simple bolt-in mechanical plug. Mount the remote ﬁlter bracket, if there is one, on the ﬁrewall as you would any other accessory, then measure the length of the Teﬂon, ﬁresleeved hose you’ll need to connect the ﬁlter to the adaptor, and which often doesn’t come with the kits. That’s because manufacturers suggest getting as good a ﬁt as possible for optimal operation. The “right ﬁt” stretches from the ﬂare of one ﬁtting to the other, and it’s outlined in AC 43-13 to ensure there’s sufﬁcient length to compensate for engine vibration and torque. Once everything is in place, reﬁll the engine with oil and check for leaks around both the oil screen cap and oil ﬁlter adaptor, if they aren’t one and the same. Seeing none, you’ve correctly installed your adaptor. Now you’ve got to care for it.



Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220
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Engine Monitoring!



It should go without saying that the oil ﬁlter gets changed when the oil gets changed. Oil drains easier out of your sump, and it picks up more gunk on the way out, when the engine is at operating temperature. While we’re stating the obvious, let’s remind ourselves that means the oil will be hot. Don’t touch. Anyhow, drain the oil and loosen
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the ﬁlter. It’s conveniently outﬁtted with a hex-type nut on its aft end. If you choose not to invest in a designated oil ﬁlter wrench, use a largersized crescent wrench. Don’t unscrew it completely. Remember, it’s full of hot oil. Instead, use a trick of the trade. Use a hole punch and a hammer to tap a hole in the top of the ﬁlter. Place your drain bucket underneath, put a couple of shop rags over your engine mount and anything else that might get dribbled on, and rotate the ﬁlter 180 degrees. That means the hole is on the bottom, where its contents can drain out. When it’s done, screw it completely off. While you’re in there, check the adaptor for looseness and leaks. If you’re curious, you can dissect the ﬁlter to check the condition of
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your engine. Miracle of miracles, ﬁlter manufacturers—and other companies as well—make a ﬁlter cutter that looks like a can opener, or a big pipe cutter. Clamp the ﬁlter in a vise, run the cutter around the base of the ﬁlter case until you cut it away, and remove the actual ﬁlter from its case. Use a utility knife to cut the plastic top and bottom off the ﬁlter material, and open it up. A few small shiny pieces are acceptable, especially in a new or newly overhauled engine. Lots of big ones aren’t. If it looks like a rhinestone scarf, you’d better sit down. If you’ve got doubts, show it to a mechanic or Technical Counselor, or take it to your next Chapter meeting for showand-tell. Assuming you still have an engine left, or this is a new installation, you



get to install the new ﬁlter. Dab a little bit of good silicon grease on the gasket at the base of the ﬁlter; oil tends to dry up, which causes the ﬁlter to stick to its mount. Screw it on, tighten it with your wrench, and torque it—yes, with a torque wrench—to whatever force the manufacturer recommends. There’s even a special wrench for this. Safety-wire it to the engine block or mounting bracket through one of the clips on the ﬁlter case. Reﬁll your engine with oil—remember, if this is the ﬁrst time you’ve done this, you’ll have a greater oil capacity. And you’re good to go. In return for a few hours of elbow grease, you get longer oil life, a cooler-running engine, and peace of mind, knowing the oil you put in your engine can do the job it’s meant to do.
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